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Abstract The ability to perform autonomous emergency (forced) landings is
one of the key technology enablers identified for UAS. This paper presents the
flight test results of forced landings involving a UAS, in a controlled environ-
ment, and which was conducted to ascertain the performances of previously
developed (and published) path planning and guidance algorithms. These novel
3-D nonlinear algorithms have been designed to control the vehicle in both the
lateral and longitudinal planes of motion. These algorithms have hitherto been
verified in simulation. A modified Boomerang 60 RC aircraft is used as the
flight test platform, with associated onboard and ground support equipment
sourced Off-the-Shelf or developed in-house at the Australian Research Cen-
tre for Aerospace Automation (ARCAA). HITL simulations were conducted
prior to the flight tests and displayed good landing performance, however,
due to certain identified interfacing errors, the flight results differed from that
obtained in simulation. This paper details the lessons learnt and presents a
plausible solution for the way forward.
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1 Introduction
While UAS technology has been proven in the military area, their benefits
for civilian applications are yet still to be seen. Regulatory entities around
the world are currently defining and establishing the minimum requirements
and guidelines for the use of Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) in a civilian
context. Without a clear regulatory framework this industry will not be able
to develop in full capability. Since many of the proposed missions for civil-
ian UASs will involve flying over populated areas and in airspace occupied
by manned aircraft, policy makers are conscious of the repercussions that a
major UAS accident could have on public acceptance of this technology. This
may be arguably the main factor which has prevented these UAS trials from
becoming full-scale commercial operations, as well as restricted operations of
civilian UASs to only within segregated airspace. As a consequence much re-
search is underway in developing technologies to enhance UAS autonomy. In
particular, two of the most important technology enablers for UAS identified
by regulators and governments are, the capability to see and avoid, and the
capability to perform autonomous forced landings [17,5]. A forced landing is
an unscheduled event in flight requiring an emergency landing, and is most
commonly attributed to engine failure, failure of avionics or adverse weather.
State-of-the-art automated navigation systems already exist for UAS, how-
ever there is a lack of automation in scenarios where the aircraft experience an
emergency situation. To date, the most commonly employed method to allay
the severity of a UAS forced landing is the use of parachutes or parafoils to
retard the rate of descent, while still providing some degree of controllability
for the aircraft [16]. Whilst this concept is attractive in that it still enables
limited vehicle controllability even when both the engine and control surfaces
have failed, it is highly susceptible to wind gusts and other atmospheric effects
which may adversely affect the final impact point. Our approach is based on
the premise that the UAS have still some degree of flight control so that the
aircraft is able to manoeuvre to a desired landing site.
To date, the only reported successful UAS forced landing involves the U.S.
Air Force Global Hawk, which performed a gliding descent under remotely-
piloted control (RPC) to an emergency airstrip in 2006 [3]. This paper presents
the flight test outcomes of a forced landing system for UAS, which have pro-
vided preliminary feedback on the performance of the planning and guidance
algorithms in a real-world context. The lessons learnt from these results will
serve to enhance future work in this area.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces the basic approach
to guidance, planning and control of the UAS. Section 3 describes the way the
experimental flight tests were conducted. Section 4 outlines the hardware and
software setup for the experiments. Section 5 presents the outcomes of the
flight test. Finally, section 6 describes some of the lessons learnt and future
work planned.
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2 Path Planning, Guidance and Control
The concept behind the path planning approach was initially influenced by
actual piloted forced landing procedures and patterns outlined in [4]. These
procedures generate the initial target waypoints forming a cone, which defines
the airspace to which the unpowered aircraft can fly in nil wind conditions.
Algorithms based on these procedures are designed to maximize the probability
of the aircraft reaching the desired landing site, yet their complexity, and the
fact that they use fixed distances between waypoints, as well as rely on a fixed
airspeed may result in their undoing.
For instance, some of these procedures may require the aircraft to fly back
and forth between two waypoints, which can bleed off too much altitude before
the final turn for the aimpoint. In some other cases, instability may result from
the aircraft constantly turning while seeking for a point below the projected
glide slope. Hence, it may be more advantageous to design a reusable algorithm
which simply uses a given starting and goal location to construct the required
path, while taking into account the aircraft dynamics.
From the literature, it has been found that such a path can best be de-
scribed by trajectories derived from Dubins curves [6]. Dubins curves allows
the construction of optimal planar paths to move a vehicle (such as a car or
aircraft flying at constant altitude) from an initial to a goal location defined in
terms of position and heading. These Dubins-path-based approaches have low
computational burden and simple design procedure. However, they are con-
strained to 2-D applications. Two examples where Dubins curves were used
in 2D [11] and 3D [2] UAS path generation were proposed by Kim et al., and
Babaei & Mortazav, respectively.
In this work, a new 3-D Dubins path planning algorithm [10] was developed.
This algorithm shares some similarities with that described by [1], however,
the basic idea presented there has been greatly extended into a novel planning
approach for the gliding descent of fixed-wing aircraft. This algorithm is fully
disclosed in [10,9], and the results of testing using this algorithm are presented
in this paper. For testing in simulation, a 6 degree-of-freedom model of a
Boomerang 60-size UAS was adopted as it represents the aircraft to be used
for flight tests. Note that both path planning algorithms disclosed here are
not restricted to any specific aircraft type, but can be applied to both manned
and unmanned fixed-wing aircraft of any size and type.
For guiding the aircraft, a 3-D nonlinear algorithm has been designed to
control the vehicle in both the lateral and longitudinal planes of motion. The
lateral guidance approach is based on the work presented in [15]. However,
this algorithm has been enhanced to include wind information in the guidance
logic, rather than merely treating wind as an adaptive element for the control
system. This addition has demonstrated robust, linear path following in strong
winds. Secondly, by making a simple assumption in formulating the equation
for following a circular path, the guidance logic has been simplified without
sacrificing performance.
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In addition, a longitudinal guidance and control element has been imple-
mented that caters for the dynamics of powerless flight. Two different ap-
proaches were trialled in this regard, the first uses PID gain scheduling to
control the aircraft pitch angle, and the second uses the centripetal acceler-
ation between the aircraft and flightpath to calculate the desired pitch angle
commands. It is revealed that the second approach outperforms the first due
to its robustness [10], however, only the results of using the second approach
is presented in this paper.
Finally, following well-established aircraft control design procedures [14],
the design has been separated into two modes: an inner control loop that pro-
vides aircraft dynamic stability, and an outer guidance loop that generates the
required acceleration and position commands to follow a path. Details concern-
ing the lateral guidance algorithm, named the Enhanced Nonlinear Guidance
(ENG) algorithm, as well as the two longitudinal guidance algorithms, named
the Flight Path Following Guidance (FPFG) and Modified Proportional Navi-
gation (MPN) algorithms respectively, can be found in Appendix A. For more
details see [10,9].
This paper is devoted to the experimental design, test and validation of our
approach that has been tested in simulation previously as disclosed in [7–9,
12]. Therefore, the contribution derived from this paper is in the experimental
procedure and field report under realistic conditions that demonstrate the
technology readiness level of this approach towards its maturity.
3 Experiment Design
In order to verify that the forced landing path planning and guidance algo-
rithms will function as intended, a specific test scenario has been designed that
assesses every aspect of the 3-D Dubins curves planning algorithm, as well as
the ability of the ENG and MPN guidance algorithms to follow the prescribed
path. The implementation of this test scenario is described below.
The forced landing flight tests are conducted at a remote airstrip located at
Burrandowan, in the state of Queensland, Australia. For these series of flight
tests, the aimpoints of the forced landing sites are assumed to be already
calculated by a higher level multi-criteria decision maker, and are located one-
third of the way into the landing sites, labeled as Site A and Site B in Figure 1.
The preferred directions of approach for landing are also assumed to have
been precalculated by the same decision maker, and are indicated by the blue
arrows at the start of each site. Guidance for calculating the aimpoints and
approach directions are given in [4], and are used for the flight tests described
in this paper. From the aimpoints, the approach points can be calculated, and
these are shown by the red triangles in the figure. The approach points are the
final waypoints to which the aircraft will be guided in flight tests. Although
the airstrip located between the selected sites (demarked by a yellow push
pin) is also suitable for use as a forced landing site, it is not used in these
tests. The yellow push pin also marks the location of the reference point for
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Fig. 1 Aerial view of the Burrandowan test site. The two candidate landing sites are labeled
as Site A and Site B, and have their preferred direction of approach indicated by the blue
arrows. Shown also is the reference point for translating between diferent coordinate systems,
the approach point and aimpoint for each site, as well as the starting waypoint for all forced
landing descents
translating from the Earth-Centred-Earth-Fixed (ECEF) to East-North-Up
(ENU) Cartesian coordinate system, as required by the guidance algorithms.
The relationship between the aircraft and the ECEF and ENU coordinate
systems is illustrated in Figure 2.
Fig. 2 Relationship between ECEF (earth-centred) and ENU (body-centred) coordinate
systems.
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The flight tests are conducted in the following manner. First, a pilot flies
the UAS under radio control from takeoff to approximately 800 ft and fac-
ing the general direction of the starting point for a forced landing. Control is
then translated to the Micropilot R© HORIZONmp ground station software [13],
which will guide the aircraft the remainder of the way to the starting point
(approx. at 1500 ft). Once the aircraft comes within 50 m of that point, the
ground station software will reduce the throttle setting to idle, and a ground
operator will then start the onboard flight computer containing the path plan-
ning and guidance code using a point-to-point radio modem link.
Since the operational ceiling has been limited by CASA 1 1500 ft, the
aircraft will initially conduct only one spiral to lose altitude, before heading
for the approach point at Site A, located at an altitude of 460 ft. While enroute
to Site A, a simulated low altitude condition will cause the UAS to head for Site
B, which in this test assumes the role of a more feasible site. The approach
point at Site B has an altitude of 100 ft. However, due to the differences
in altitude between the starting position and the approach points, a joining
contour is required to link the spiral path to the 3-D Dubins curve. Thus,
not only will this test assess the ability of the path planner to construct a
feasible path that also accounts for the vehicle dynamics, but will further test
its replanning capability. In addition, the nature of the path shapes will also
challenge the ability of the guidance algorithms to follow those paths.
A schematic diagram illustrating the test procedure described above is
depicted in Figure 3.
Prior to conducting the actual flight tests, the forced landing scenario is
run inside the HORIZONmp simulator. This software program is capable of
simulating a variety of real-world conditions, such as avionics and GPS fail-
ures, loss of flight control and winds. It is also able to accept user-configurable
flight plans, written as a .fly file. For simulation and for the actual flight tests,
a .fly file is written that autonomously guides the UAS to the starting location
and to be at the correct altitude and heading prior to the commencement of
each test. Once the test is started, control is transferred to the path planning
and guidance algorithms. The planner generates (in real-time) a list of way-
points to the approach point. This information is then passed to the guidance
algorithm which analyses the aircraft position in relation to the planned path,
and outputs a series of roll and pitch commands to the onboard autopilot.
The autopilot in turn commands the necessary servo deflections to steer the
aircraft.
4 Experimental setup
4.1 Testbed Platform
The testbed used is the Boomerang 60 model aircraft from Phoenix Models,
with a wingspan of 2.1 m and measuring 1.5 m from nose to tail. This model
1 Civil Aviation Safety Authority in Australia
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of the procedures followed in conducting the UAS forced landing
flight tests. The dotted line represents the path flown by the UAS to the starting location
of the forced landing descent. The blue line represents the forced landing flight path to Site
A, and the red line represents a change to the path while the UAS is in flight, and which
the UAS must follow to arrive at Site B.
is powered by an O.S. 90 FX engine, and has been modified from a high to
low-wing configuration for added manoeuvrability. In addition, the wingspan
has been increased from 1.45 m to 1.9 m to support a total take-off mass of 8
kg, including all onboard avionics and a full tank of fuel. Figure 4 presents a
schematic diagram of the unmanned aircraft system.
The heart of the onboard electronics is comprised of an off-the-shelf Mi-
croPilot MP2128g autopilot and an external PC/104 CPU, used as the flight
computer. The flight computer communicates with the autopilot via an RS232
serial communications link, to receive aircraft states and send desired com-
mands. The autopilot is connected to the elevator, aileron, rudder and throttle
servos via an external servo control board, and transmits telemetry data via a
radio frequency (RF) modem (RF Modem 1) to the Mobile Operations Centre
(MOC). The two two-way communication links used are RF Modem 1 with
RF Modem 2, and RF Modem 3 with RF Modem 4.
4.2 Hardware Details
4.2.1 Flight Computer
The flight computer consists of a LiPPERT Cool LiteRunner 2 PC/104 embed-
ded CPU hosting an AMD Geode LX800 processor running at 333 MHz and
with 256 Mb of RAM. The Cool LiteRunner uses passive cooling and provides
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Fig. 4 Boomerang-60 avionics architecture
for analog VGA output, RS232/RS485/RS422 serial data communications,
Ethernet, PS/2 keyboard and mouse connections, as well as conventional PCI
and IDE expansion slots. An additional 8 GB Transcend 2.5” IDE Solid State
Drive (SSD) is used to host the Debian 5.2 operating system, as well as the
path planning and guidance software.
4.2.2 Autopilot
The MicroPilot MP2128g autopilot is one of the smallest autopilots on the
market today, measuring 10x4x1.5 cm and weighing only 26 g, it contains
a full avionics suite including GPS, 3-axis gyroscopes and accelerometers, a
pressure altimeter, pressure airspeed sensor and an electronic compass. This
autopilot uses PID gain scheduling for control stability, as well as a rudder-
aileron feed forward gain for improved turning performance.
The autopilot supports both computer-in-control (CIC) and pilot-in-control
(PIC) modes, and comes with the HORIZONmp ground control software, which
allows an operator to receive telemetry data as well as send telecommands to
the aircraft. An additional plug-in capacity allows code written by the user
to run alongside the autopilot, and even to modify certain settings of the
autopilot.
4.2.3 Communications
A Spektrum DX7 7-Channel, 2.4 GHz spread spectrum RC system is used to
fly the aircraft in PIC mode. The DX7 transmitter is capable of storing memory
for up to twenty different models, and was chosen due to its robustness to noise.
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Fig. 5 Flight activities. Clockwise from top: The Boomerang-60 UAS in flight; the ground
operator, who communicates with the pilot via UHF radio and constantly monitors the
progress of the flight; the pilot, who is on standby for takeoff and landing, as well as any
emergencies, and finally, the MOC which houses the ground operator and associated com-
puting and communications equipment.
The 2.4 GHz spread spectrum system uses the Spektrum AR7000 receiver with
dual-linked satellite antennas, and supports an operational range of up to 2
km.
Two MicroHard 900 MHz wireless radio modems (operating in licensed
band) are used to communicate between the aircraft and ground operators.
This industrial grade radio modem provide 19.2 kbps throughput of data and
support Point-to-Point communications. The radio modems are used by the
autopilot and the flight computer for telemetry purposes. Figure 6 depicts the
mounting positions of the avionics inside the fuselage.
5 Discussion of Results
Prior to conducting the flight tests, the scenario for the experiment is run inside
the HORIZONmp simulator. We use the same configuration files for simulation
and for the actual flight test. The configuration files allow us to define starting
location, initial altitude and heading prior to the commencement of each test.
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Fig. 6 Clockwise from top: The MicroPilot autopilot box; the flight computer stack and
interface plate; location of avionics inside the fuselage.
Fig. 7 Path replanning and tracking in nil winds using the HORIZONmp Simulator, show-
ing (a) Top view of the aircraft response, and (b) An oblique view of the same.
Figure 7 illustrates the UAS flightpath when following the planned route
in nil wind conditions. The aircraft starts the forced landing descent at the
position indicated and completes approximately one-and-a-half spirals before
joining the standard Dubins path. At Point B, the path is replanned and the
aircraft follows the new route to arrive at the approach point. The lateral and
vertical miss distances at the approach point are 10 m and 20 m respectively.
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Fig. 8 Aircraft control response from a simulated forced landing descent in the
HORIZONmp Simulator, showing good tracking of the input commands in (a) Roll and
(b) Pitch.
Considering that the GPS receiver modelled has a nominal error of 10 m, these
associated errors are very reasonable. In addition, the average track error is
approximately 30 m, which is within the specified bounds, with a maximum
deviation of approximately 30 m laterally and 200 ft vertically at Point A.
The roll and pitch performances for the flight is depicted in Figure 8, and
show good tracking of the input commands with desirable control responses.
Note that the constant pitch angle command of 10 degrees is a function of
the guidance algorithm, which seeks to direct the aircaft to best attain the
approach point in the ambient atmospheric conditions (nil wind in this case).
A total of nine flights were completed in two days, and Figure 5 depicts the
various activities carried out as part of the forced landing flight test. From the
flights, two specific cases have been chosen to illustrate the performances of
the path planning and guidance software. The first case is shown in Figure 9.
Here, the UAS starts initially at a point slightly away from the planned forced
landing start point, and facing in a direction different to that intended (due
South). This is seen in Figure 9a, and is primarily due to the placement of the
waypoints that are used to guide the UAS to the start point. These waypoints
are chosen in the HORIZONmp program, and are later amended as shown
in the next example. The UAS then attempts to follow the descent flight
path indicated by the black line, with the incident wind vectors (calculated
by the autopilot) depicted by the green arrows. The maximum wind speed
encountered was 4.6 m/s, with an average of 2.4 m/s, which is far less than
the aircraft airspeed of greater than 20 m/s. However, as seen in Figure 9a, the
UAS strays too far from the intended path while circling to lose altitude before
heading for the approach point at Point C. When the aircraft is at Point A, the
ground operator detects that the aircraft has passed below a previously agreed
minimum safe altitude. He then transfers control to the pilot who then brings
the aircraft in to land. Due to the large miss distance between the aircraft
and the intended path, the UAS never arrives at the intended approach point
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Fig. 9 Results from flight test example 1. (a) Top view of flight path; (b) Oblique view of
the same; (c) Roll performance; (d) Pitch performance
(Point D), which would require path replanning to be conducted. The red line,
indicating the replanned path, has been included merely for reference.
An oblique view of the descent is shown in Figure 9b, and it can be seen
that vertical tracking is quite poor. A post flight analysis of the recorded flight
data revealed that the GPS altitude used to calculate the pitch required was
only available at 4 Hz, and this slow update rate could not have matched the
rate the roll commands were received (30 Hz). This resulted in the aircraft
receiving pitch commands that were greatly out-of-phase with the roll com-
mands, and having to chase the effects of the roll commands at the current
aircraft position. This error was corrected in subsequent flights by using the
barometric altitude, updated at 30 Hz. Considering a log of the pitch values
plotted in Figure 9d, it would also seem that the commanded pitch assumed
the form of a hysteresis controller. This can be explained by the lookup table
used to convert from desired airspeed to desired pitch in the MPN algorithm
(Section 2), where an airspeed of greater than 24.5 m/s translates to a pitch
angle of -10 degrees, and -14 degrees is the maximum allowable pitch angle
(for safety). The lookup table (Table 1) used is:
The value of -10 degrees was chosen in this experiment (based on simulated
results) as the maximum permissible pitch command to afford a measure of
safety and guard the aircraft from diving too steeply. However, this consider-
ation was later shown to be too conservative, as subsequent flights revealed
that at -10 degrees the aircraft was travelling too slowly, almost at the stall
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Fig. 10 Results from flight test example 2. (a) Top view of flight path; (b) Oblique view
of the same; (c) Roll performance; (d) Pitch performance
Airspeed (m/s) Pitch (deg)
16.89 -2
20.86 -6
24.45 -10
28 -14
Table 1 Lookup table used to convert desired speed to desired pitch angle. See [10], page
78 for more details
speed. It can also be seen from Figure 9d that the autopilot pitch controller
did not have enough authority to follow the commanded pitch, or the aircraft
had a rate of pitch that prevented it from achieving tight following of the
pitch commands, even though Figure 8 has indicated otherwise. This can be
explained by the fact that the autopilot PID gains were previously tuned for
an aircraft weight of 7.4 kg, as opposed to the actual takeoff mass of 7.8 kg.
Considering the roll performance in Figures 9c, it can be seen that the
actual roll follows the commanded roll quite well, albeit with an offset; this
could be simply due to air turbulence affecting the longitudinal motion of a
light aircraft. However, when comparing the commanded roll with that ob-
tained in simulation, it was observed that the former is much less than that
required for tight path following. Since the airspeed is used in calculating the
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required lateral acceleration and hence the required roll, the low airspeed at-
tained (due to the limitations imposed on the pitch angle) could most certainly
have contributed to this error.
The momentary large peaks in the actual roll and pitch angles towards the
end are caused by the switch from CIC to PIC mode, when the pilot resumed
control of the aircraft. Finally, the fact that the normal modes of roll and pitch
control as used in the autopilot were circumvented to accept inputs from the
guidance software, may have also contributed to the noisy signals received,
such as the spikes in the commanded pitch, as it is possible to have bypassed
any internal noise filters in the process.
The second case is depicted in Figure 10, and shows the UAS initially
starting at the correct location and with the correct heading. The wind veloc-
ities are indicated by the green arrows, with a maximum wind speed of 3 m/s
and and average wind speed of 2.2 m/s. In this test, the barometric altitude
was used instead of the GPS altitude, as it is more accurate for low altitude
flights. Secondly, the maximum permissible pitch angle has been increased to
-14 degrees. Finally, it was noticed from the previous flight that the airspeed
was used in calculating the roll angle, instead of the ground speed (as required
by the MPN algorithm), and this could have resulted in the aircraft flying
near the stall speed as stated previously, since the groundspeed is the sum of
the airspeed and windspeed. Hence, the GPS speed was taken as the input in
calculating the lateral acceleration in this test.
As seen in Figure 10b, the vertical track error does improve, yet at the cost
of the horizontal track error (Figure 10a). Further, when comparing Figures 10c
and d, it can also be seen that the roll performance is still much better than
that of the pitch, albeit with a noticeable lag in response. This lag can be
attributed to the GPS update rate of 4 Hz, and the poor performance in
pitch, as well as the noisy input signals, to the reasons discussed in the previous
example.
With these results, it is deemed that more testing needs to be conducted
with the autopilot to determine the relationship between a given roll and
pitch and the actual response, as they do not reflect the results obtained using
the HORIZONmp Simulator. The MicroPilot R© autopilot was sourced from a
third party and has been treated as a closed system in the tests, with only
simulated responses used to judged its applicability to the project at hand.
It should also be noted that the autopilot PID gains were tuned for the UAS
in flight following the recommended settings from the manufacturers, using
waypoints that are spaced tens or even hundreds of meters apart. With these
waypoints, generally a larger track error is tolerated, which is detrimental to
the flight path required to be flown in this research, with waypoints spaced
mostly within a meter distance of each other.
After further consideration of the nature of the vertical guidance (MPN)
algorithm and the MicroPilot R© PID loop structure, it is decided that future
testing will be conducted using a two-pronged approach. The first strategy
will use the desired altitude to control the aircraft pitch, while the second will
use the airspeed to control the aircraft pitch. This is because calculating the
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pitch from altitude or airspeed is an inherent function of the autopilot, and
thus presents a far lower risk than attempting to overwrite the pitch directly,
as is the case with the tested MPN algorithm. Future tests will also use an
electronic compass calibrated to a greater degree of accuracy as this can affect
the accuracy of the lateral path following algorithm.
The main advantage of using the 3-D Dubins path planning algorithm
trialled in this research is that the relatively benign manoevres are suitable to
all aircraft types. The algorithm is also very fast and can be easily implemented
on most Off-the-Shelf hardware and software. In addition, the gentle turns
and arcs in the Dubins curves allow an onboard camera enough time to locate
suitable landing sites beneath the aircraft. When combined with the MPN
guidance algorithm, a smooth path is able to be flown by the aircraft to the
desired approach point, thus reducing the risk of unnecessary altitude loss
caused by jerky manoevres in an emergency landing. However, as alluded to
previously, the gain tuning implemented on the aircraft autopilot must cater
for closely spaced waypoints, otherwise, accuracy in following the path will
be affected. Another limitation of using the approach discussed is that the
target vehicle must be able to receive external roll and pitch commands for
the planning and guidance algorithms to work. A final limitation is that the
approach discussed is not suitable to a forced landing situation in which the
distance between the aimpoint and failure point is so small that a Dubins path
cannot be formed.
6 Conclusion
This paper has presented the results of flight experiments conducted to validate
previously developed planning and guidance algorithms for a UAS forced land-
ing. Simulations have demonstrated the validity of the proposed algorithms,
and with good results. However, the flight test results are inconsistent with
the simulated results, for the reasons given previously, and a solution has been
presented which aims to alleviate these incongruencies. It is hoped that by
implementing the proposed solution in upcoming flight tests, the performance
of the planning and guidance algorithms can be validated.
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A Appendix: Guidance Navigation and Control Algorithms
A.1 Enhanced Lateral Guidance (ENG) algorithm
For lateral guidance, a reference point Pref is selected on the desired trajectory and used
to generate an acceleration command. As shown in Figure 11, Pref is located a distance L1
ahead of the vehicle and, at each point in time, a circular path (dotted line) can be defined
by the position of L1, the vehicle position, and tangential to V , the aircraft velocity vector.
The acceleration required to follow the instantaneous circular segment, for any radius R, is
then given by:
ascmd =
V 2
R
= 2
V 2
L1
sin η (1)
Fig. 11 Lateral guidance using the ENG algorithm
Thus, the guidance law will tend to rotate the aircraft so that its velocity direction will
always approach the desired path at an angle that is proportional to the relative distance
between vehicle and path.
A.2 Flight Path Following Guidance (FPFG) algorithm
In this algorithm, the desired and actual aircraft flight path angles are converted into their
equivalent pitch angles and passed through a PID loop to reduce the angular difference, this
signal is then used to control the elevators for longitudinal path following. The pitch angle θ
is simply the sum of the flight path angle γ and the aircraft angle of attack (AOA), denoted
as α, giving θ = γ +α. Where γ is composed of γφ0,f , the path angles corresponding to the
sections of helices in the 3-D path, and γline, the path angle of the line segment (see [10]
for more details).
A.3 Modified Proportional Navigation (MPN) algorithm
Similar to the control logic for lateral guidance, the Modified Proportional Navigation
(MPN) method makes use of a reference point Pref located a distance L1 ahead of the
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vehicle on the vertical path to generate an acceleration command as (Figure 12). This ac-
celeration then rotates the aircraft such that its velocity direction intercepts the desired
path at an angle that is proportional to the relative distance between vehicle and path.
Since the vertical cross-section of a path of arbitrary construct will appear as a line in the
y - z plane (Figure 12), the same guidance algorithm can be used to track both curved and
straight path segments
Fig. 12 Longitudinal guidance using the MPN algorithm
Fig. 13 Components of the vehicle kinematics for longitudinal guidance using the MPN
algorithm
From Figures 12 and 13, it can be seen that the angle δ between the reference and
ground speed vector Vg can be calculated as:
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δ = tan−1
(
Vd√
V
2
e + V
2
n
)
(2)
where Ve, Vn and Vd are the vector components of Vg in the local North-East-Down
(NED) reference frame. The vertical cross-track error d is obtained by first expressing the
hypotenuse d1 as a function of the aircraft position vector components eac, nac, uac in the
local East-North-Up (ENU) frame and the path angle to track γtrack, giving:
d1 = uac − γtrack(x′ac) + zintercept (3)
The local ENU frame is chosen in this case as it is more intuitive and allows for easier
plotting of the aircraft flight path, with x′ac given by
x′ac =
√
e2ac + n
2
ac (4)
and the intercept of the z-axis approximated from triangulation as
zint =

ru02 − tan(γarc0 )
√
(re02 − re01 )2 + (rn02 − rn02 )2
for the first arc,
z2 − tan(γline)
√
(xend − xst)2 + (yend − yst)2
for the line,
ruf2 − tan(γarcf )
√
(ref2 − ref1 )2 + (rnf2 − rnf2 )2
for the second arc

(5)
where the subscripts arc0 and arcf denote respectively the initial and final arcs of the
Dubins path, and re, rn and ru are the cartesian coordinates of the arcs. However, for
following full turns of a helix spiral, x′ac and zintercept are calculated differently. First, the
spirals are divided into semicircles, where the arc length of one semicircle is equal to half
the length of the circumference. Then, if the aircraft is traversing the region of arc, x′ac, in
which the arc angle θarg is in the range 0 6 θ 6 pi, then
x′ac = θargR0 (6)
zint = z0 (7)
where z0 is the altitude where the engine failure occurred. Otherwise, if the aircraft is
traversing the region of arc where θarg is in the range pi 6 θ 6 2pi,
x′ac = (2pi − θarg)R0 (8)
zint = z0 − Sφ0,f (9)
where Sφ0,f is the altitude lost by the gliding aircraft through one full turn of a helix
spiral. Next, the vertical cross-track error d is calculated by
d = d1 cos γtrack (10)
and the vertical cross-track velocity is expressed as a function of both the aircraft velocity
V and the estimated/averaged wind velocity Vw as
d˙track = −V sin((+ α)− ψ12)− Vw sin(ψw − ψ12) (11)
where  is the difference the aircraft pitch angle θ and the angle δ of Eqn. 2 (see also
Figure 12), α is the aircraft angle of attack (AOA), φ12 is the path angle measured from
the vertical axis, and ψw is the angle of the wind vector as shown in Figure 12. Note that
when implementing the algorithm in software, the ground speed Vg is used for V since it
provides for greater control power when following a path in the presence of wind. The angle
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between the acceleration perpendicular to the line-of-sight (LOS), a⊥L1, and the nonlinear
acceleration as is calculated as
η˙ =
d
L1
=
d˙
V
(12)
and substituting Eqn. 13 into Eqn. 1 gives the nonlinear acceleration as
as = 2
V
L1
(
d˙+
V
L1
d
)
(13)
This transformation has been deemed necessary as it has been found, after extensive
simulated experiments, that using the LOS acceleration in this way provides for better
performance than merely using the nonlinear acceleration or the LOS acceleration per se.
Once the acceleration is obtained, it must be further transposed into its component velocities
in the y - z plane and, from there, a relationship found that correlates velocity to pitch angle,
since the latter is used to control the aircraft longitudinal motion directly.
From Figure 12, and taking positive reference as towards north and east, it can be seen
that the component velocities are given by
VA1 = −
∫
nc sin θLOS + VA10 (14)
VA2 = −
∫
nc cos θLOS − VA20 (15)
where the LOS angle is calculated as
θLOS = sin
−1
(
d
L1
)
+ γtrack (16)
and the initial conditions are obtained by assuming that once the engine fails, the aircraft
will still be sinking with gravity. Since this effect is encapsulated within the aircraft ground
speed components, the initial conditions can be expressed as
VA10 =
√
V 2e + V
2
n (17)
VA20 = Vd (18)
Finally, the resultant airspeed is easily obtained as
Vcmd =
√
V 2A1 + V
2
A2 (19)
This airspeed is then transferred to a look-up table to obtain the corresponding pitch
control angle, with linear interpolation being used to obtain interval values, and the ini-
tial and final entries taken as the upper and lower boundaries. The look-up table for the
Boomerang size-60 UAS is derived from simulation and is presented in Table 1. Once this
relationship has been determined, the guidance system can be tuned by adjusting L1 in
accordance with the desired closed loop response of the pitch angle.
